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BIBLIOGRAPHY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY


10. WALSH, John Dixon: "Profile: W.R. Ward, Methodist historian and
historian of Methodism", Epworth Review, Vol. 22, No. 3, September

SOURCES AND ARCHIVES

11. BRISTOL. – The New Room: The collection of preaching plans at the New
Room, Bristol: revised list, [compiled by John B. Edwards], [Bristol: the

12. BURG, Judith: Religion in Hertfordshire, 1847 to 1851 [William Upton’s
statistics of the religious condition of the county, 1847-48, and returns of
the ecclesiastical census, 1851], edited with an introduction by Judith Burg,
Hertfordshire Record Publications, Vol. 11, Hitchin: Hertfordshire Record

13. CUNLIFFE, Norman: Methodist North Lancashire District: a register of
circuit plans, compiled by Norman Cunliffe, [Blackpool: the compiler],

14. DALLAS. – Southern Methodist University: Perkins School of Theology:
Bridwell Library: I am your affectionate brother J. Wesley: the Elizabeth
Perkins Prothro Galleries, 7 September-16 December 1994 [catalogue of
an exhibition of manuscript letters, 1756-90, by John Wesley, checklist of
the Library’s Wesley letter collection, transcriptions of thirteen previously
unpublished letters, and a short biographical index of the recipients of
Wesley letters in the Library, curated by Page Allison Thomas; with an
essay by Frederick Ernest Maser on “The importance of collecting the
letters of John Wesley”; edited by Valerie R. Hotchkiss], Bridwell Library
+ 14 facsimiles.

15. MANCHESTER. – John Rylands University Library of Manchester:
Methodist Archives and Research Centre: Catalogue of the early preachers
+ 170pp.

16. MANCHESTER. – John Rylands University Library of Manchester:
Methodist Archives and Research Centre: Division of Education and Youth
[collection: a catalogue, compiled by Gareth Lloyd], Manchester: the

17. MANCHESTER. – John Rylands University Library of Manchester:
Methodist Archives and Research Centre: Lewis Court Bible Christian
collection [a catalogue, compiled by] Gareth Lloyd, Manchester: the

18. MANCHESTER. – John Rylands University Library of Manchester:
Methodist Archives and Research Centre: The papers of the Rattenbury
family, volume 1: John Rattenbury (1806-79) [a catalogue, compiled by]


See also Nos. 2-3, 46, 49, 53, 60, 64-5, 97-8, 102, 114, 121.

**CONNEXIONAL HISTORIES**


23. TABRAHAM, Barrie W.: *The making of Methodism* [a history of Methodism in Great Britain, from the Wesleys to the present day], London: Epworth Press, 1995, xiii + 130pp.


See also Nos. 5, 9-10, 41.

**LOCAL HISTORIES**


32. PHILLIPS, Cled: *Taibach Wesley Church, 1893-1993: the story of a people's faith, toil, vision*, compiled by Cled Phillips with the help of members, past and present, Taibach: the church, 1993, [34] + 164pp.


See also Nos. 4, 8, 11-13, 20, 22, 40, 49, 51-3, 62-3, 66, 70, 109, 114, 128, 134, 136, 139.
BIOGRAPHIES: THE WESLEYS


See also Nos. 6, 9, 14, 33, 72-89, 92, 95-101, 106-7, 112, 129, 132-3, 141-2, 144.

BIOGRAPHIES: OTHER


49. BROCAS, Thomas: *Some diaries of Thomas Brocas, Salopian* [Methodist local preacher and apologist for Arminianism, for the years 1785-87 and 1804-15], transcribed and annotated by Doreen E. Woodford, Much Wenlock: the transcriber, 1995, ii + 150pp.


70. WEIR, Christopher: *Jesse Boot of Nottingham, founder of the Boots Company* [1850-1931], Nottingham: the Boots Company, 1994, 72pp.


See also Nos. 2, 5-6, 9-10, 15, 18-19, 35, 44, 91, 94, 102, 108, 111, 114, 127, 140.

THEOLOGY


See also Nos. 22-3, 95, 101, 105, 108, 111, 122, 142.

DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH


See also No. 50.

SACRAMENTS


WORSHIP AND DEVOTION


See also No. 124.

HYMNODY AND MUSIC


See also Nos. 2, 96-8.
ITINERANT AND ORDAINED MINISTRY


See also Nos. 57, 126.

LAY MINISTRY


118. MACQUIBAN, Timothy Stuart Alexander-: “New ventures in hard times: local preaching from Methodist Union to the late 1960s”, ibid., pp. 87-107, 316.

120. PARKER, C. Alan: “Self help among the local preachers” [the history of the Methodist Local Preachers Mutual Aid Association from 1849], ibid., pp. 201-22, 322-3.

121. ROSE, Edward Alan: “Local preachers and the preaching plan” [to 1932], ibid., pp. 143-63, 318.


See also Nos. 49, 55.

BUILDINGS AND FINANCE


HOME MISSIONS


See also Nos. 2, 35, 37, 44, 52, 68, 113, 135.

OVERSEAS MISSIONS

See Nos. 135, 140.
POLITICAL IMPACT


See also Nos. 9, 48, 62-3, 113, 123.

SOCIAL WITNESS


See also Nos. 9, 63, 75, 99, 131.

EDUCATIONAL AND YOUTH WORK


139. ROEBUCK, Stuart Walton & Joan: The happiest days: Culford Hall and School through the years - a diamond jubilee publication to celebrate the School’s 60th year in the park, compiled and edited by Stuart Walton & Joan Roebuck, Culford: the School, 1995, xi + 132pp.


See also Nos. 16, 48, 63.

CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE AND MEDICINE


See also Nos. 69-70.

LITERARY AND CULTURAL INFLUENCE

See Nos. 5-6, 9-10, 56, 61, 138.

LITERARY OPPOSITION AND PORTRAYALS


See also Nos. 68, 82, 144.
RELATIONS WITH OTHER CHURCHES


See also Nos. 25, 38, 50, 57, 102-3.
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[The compiler is indebted to the following for suggesting and/or verifying a number of references: Dr E.D. Graham, Rev Dr H.B. McGonigle, Mr E.A. Rose, Mr P.A. Thomas and Dr M. Weyer.]